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Our Past. Our Present. Our Future.

◄1980’s 1990’s 2000’s 2010’s◄ ◄◄◄ ◄ ◄ ◄

For almost 35 years, Community School of Naples has been setting standards for academic excellence in Southwest Florida. Over the 
years the school has grown from a graduating class of 19 students in 1996 to our most recent graduating class of 2015, who go on to 
attend some of the most prestigious colleges and universities in the United States and the world. While our faces and facilities have 
changed over the years, our mission and goals have remained the same: to provide students with a broad range of personal oppor-
tunities within a caring and respectful environment. The school prepares students to become independent thinkers and lifelong 
learners who strive to realize their full potential.

1982
Community School of Naples opens its doors at the first 
campus location under a different name at the United 
Church of Christ at Seagate, and hires Sam Hazard as the 
first Head of School

CSN hires Sam Hazzard as the 
first Head of School

1990
The second phase of construction begins (four 
additional buildings and the MAC) ◄

◄

1982
The school is renamed Community 
School of Naples

1984
The school moves to a new plot 
of land off of Livingston Road, its 
current location, and builds four 
classroom buildings

◄

1985 The school hires
James Young as the second 
Head of School

◄

1986 The first CSN student graduates 
and a decision is made to discontinue 
the Upper School. CSN hires James 
Landi as the third Head of School

◄

1996
CSN graduates a  class of 19 
students

1992 The Upper School is 
reinstated and CSN receives 
FCIS accreditation

◄

1997 The Landi Media Arts 
Building opens

◄

2000
The current Middle School building opens

2002 The first official
"Capital Campaign" is launched

2001 John Zeller is named the fourth 
Head of School at CSN ◄

2004
The Field House and initial phase of the Upper School 
opens, followed by the athletic fields.

◄

2008 CSN's International Program begins 
with five students from China ◄

2012
The Humanities Wing opens and CSN hires 
Denny Grubbs as the Interim Head of School

◄

2013
David Watson is brought on board as the fifth 
Head of School with a growing enrollment of 730 
students and an endowment of $9 million 

◄

2016
Vision 2020: The Campaign For 
Excellence is launched 

◄
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